
Agenda

- Spec and usage guide
- Re-charter
- Co-chair transition
- Schedule in September

tim moves that we accept agenda, kiran seconds.
hearing no objections/abstentions agenda is approved.

1.1 errata

two different docs

confirm that there are no substantive changes and approve them as CSDs and then 
send out a 15-day public review
Tim moves to create such a ballot, Saikat seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, motion carries.

Open ballots

- few votes away from passing the profiles.

Face-to-face

Combined dinner on Tuesday evening of the face-to-face

Straw poll for attendance and the tuesday evening dinner.
Any changes to the agenda, please let us know right away

Interop
Week ago uncontested interop sheet has been uploaded.

wouldn't it make sense to separate SDKs from clients - makes for graph skew
Yes, it will be created.

1.2 docs

Spec and usage guide have been uploaded

- recent version: spell out keywords clearly. incorporated the same

can vote a CSD or we can wait

Tim - would like to move it to ballot. 
2-week ballot scheduled to 



we can take it to CSD and then contribute them to the 'new TC'

motion on the table to promote spec to CSD, Kiran seconds
Hearing no objections, motion carries. 
Bob to create the ballot.

Usage guide:
Judy moves to initiate a ballot to move usage guide to CSN, Tim seconds.
Hearing no objections, motion carries. 

Reference list - spec:
Action to update the ref list.
starting with the spec

Re-charter

Process: request a special majority ballot from Chet

first meeting of the re-chartered TC could be the f2f
voice vote to request a special majority ballot

“Tim moves that the KMIP TC co-chairs request OASIS administration to initiate a 
Special Majority ballot to determine whether the KMIP TC wishes to modify the current 
charter, such that bullets three, four and five be  removed from the list of out-of-scope 
areas currently defined in the charter:
 ·  Framework interfaces not dedicated to secure key and certificate management
·  Certain areas of functionality related to key management are also outside the scope 
of this technical committee, in particular registration of clients, server-to-server 
communication and key migration.
·  Bindings other than tag-length-value wire protocol and XSD-based encodings.”
Bob  L seconds.
Any objections/abstentions?
Hearing none, motion carries.

Bob G is stepping down as co-chair due to time constraints. He will do so after 
convening the new TC.

Tim moves that we adjourn, Kiran seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, we are adjourned.


